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Thesis Statement: 
When buildings aged, like human being, 
they found themselves difficult to fit in the 
growing society. We can maintain their 
conditions so that they can work longer 
for us, but life is a cycle; at certain 
moment, we have to let them fade away, 
progressively. In city regeneration, we 
must consider the relationship between 
quality of living and architecture, which is 
often neglected in such a high density 
district. The correspondent provision of a 
decent residence, a quiet space to sit, 




“a group of interdependent 
organisms inhabiting the 
same region and interact-
ing with each other，， 
Urban Redevelopment Strategy in the US; 
The local community takes up the leadership - where the 
proposal is passed to private sector for funding. Another unique 
mode in the US is that the funding does not come from single 
source, i.e. there are capitals from developers, local groups, 
numbers of grants opened to apply from the state and the 
federal government. This balances the dictatorship from the 
single major funding provider. 
Urban Redevelopment Strategy in Amsterdam: 
The strategy in Amsterdam relies on an acedamic approach, on 
which the community reflects their needs to redevelop the area, 
and the professional will then workout a proposal; and the 
proposal is then opened for discussion with the local residents 
and developers; it is then concurred to pass to the government 
for technical approval - the government acts only as a technical 
support. 
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Urban Planning Strategy in Sinagpore: 
With a 50-year visionary plan, Singapore demonstrates herself, 
one of the most powerful centralized governance in the world: 
only 2 weeks of public consultation is allowed after the master 
plan is drafted. 
I 輕 Master Layout Plan 
Depot Road Redevelopment / Rehabilitation 
in Bukit Merah Area, Singapore: 
With 1,003 home-ownership flats, and a market affected, the 
estate was divided into 3 phases of redevelopment, which would, 
in ten-year time, yield 1,588 units of 4- and 5- flats. 






The compensation package offered by Singapore's 
U ban Redevelopment Authority includes: 
Payment of market value as at the date of announcement of SERS for 
the existing flats. 
New 4-room or 5-room flats at designated replacement sites nearby is 
assured. 
A discount of 20% of the price of the new flats subject to a max of 
$30,000. 
Exemption from payment of the resale levy or the 20% premium on the 
new replacement flats bought from the authority. 
Permission to transfer the entitlement benefits to those who are 
eligible to buy new flats from the authority. 
Exemption from credit assessment when taking up mortgage loans 
from the authority to finance the purchase of replacement flats. 
After 3 blocks of new flats, a 
neighbourhood centre and 2 
carparks were finished, the 
remaining 4 blocks of old flats 
would be demolished for 3 new 
blocks of flat and I darpark. 
Upon phase 1 completion, two 
blocks of old flats and the 
market will be dem.o[ished. A 
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Urban Redevelopment Strategy in Hong Kong: 
The high population density at urban area makes the scenario in 
Hong Kong merely a expiation bargain. The period of purchas-
ing all properties in a single may take up a decade. Compared to 
other parts of the world, the compensation proposal by the Hong 
Kong Urban Renewal Authority is an over-simplified mechanism, 
which values loss as a straight-forward matter of money: the lack 
of proposal to reaccomodating the existing residents make the 
purchase beyond cash payment; the inhabitants were unable to 
accept their homeplace being bought and closed for years yet 
they, obviously, not no chance to occupy the piece of land again. 
Despite the old and poor, family who were capable to afford 
nearby residences show their apathy about the development of 
the area. Given the adequate amount of capital, they can move 
to any part of Hong Kong, without looking back at the place 
where grown up. Contrary to Singapore, the administrative 
power to move the existing residents away is much less in Hong 
Kong officials; the use of "Government Land Resumption 
Ordinance" exaggerates the social incompatibility, which 
presents no benefit to the residents and community, only the 
developer get their profits from selling/renting the flats/shops 
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High Cost: Purchase all flats in short period of time 
High Social Resistance"!: over simplified compensation proposals 
High Social Resistance2: Isolation of Community's idea 
High Social Loss: Erase of Memory, Impossibility for existing / nearby commu-
nity users to (re)approach the finished item 
Poor Planning: Buildings must be of high Plot Ratio, to compensate the cost of 
purchase and construction 
No space for Communal Functions 
No inexpensive housing 








Existing Lot and a Progressive Strategy: 
The major type of the buildings inside the lot is a mixture of retail 
shops at the lower 2-3 levels, whereas the upper 6-11 levels are 
old residential units. There is only one building solely for com-
mercial. The average age of the buildings inside the lot is 37, of 
which the oldest building is built in 1957. The existing shops and 
the ground level, though, keep a very vibrant life that demon-
strates one of the most properous and busy street in the world, 
the residents upstairs suffer from noisy traffic and problems from 
aging buildings. The task here is to (re-)provide the existing a 
desirable living environment and maintain the commercial 
activities at street level. 
The selected lot has a area half of Langham Place Mall, if a 
redevelopment mode is to be applied same as the Mall, it would 
take approximately 5-10 years to purchase before the construc-
tion could start. It is therefore the experiment of this renewal to 
test the possibility for a progressive redevelopment: only two 
opposite buildings (one of them is the oldest inside the lot) are 
selected to be the first phase development. In vacating the 
affected building, in which there are altogether 28 home owner-
ship, a versatile compensation proposal can be adopted to 
minimize the economical burden. 
8-storey 8-unit 
NW Isometric - Building Height 
Model 
lential commercial 
48 years old 
(oldest in the lot) 
37 years old 
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Phase 1 Programmatic Strategy at G/F level 
klane Courtyard 
to provide a quiet environment for residents 
to reclaim the valuable ground-level land for the pedestrians to rest 
48 years old 
6-storey 6-unit 
48 years old 
6-siotey 6-unit 
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Phase 1 Programmatic Strategy (exploded isometric) 
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Arcade in a manner of shopping: 
There has long been a neglect about the original aim for setting 
up a arcade, which is the arcade is intended to be used as a 
extension of commercial activities, rather than a pedestrian 
transportation device. 
Despite the the fact that an arcade can provide a weather-proof 
environment for pedestrians to travel, the arcade itself can also 
be part of a shop, and it is a shop between the street and the 
indoor shop. The entire pedestrian flow itself, is a mode of 
s h o p p i n g . By dimming the surrounding brightness, by 
separating the cars and human, the arcade is a essential 
buffer zone in an urban context. 
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Courtyard in a manner of protection: 
With a history of 5000 years, courtyard (or court) provide the 
shelter of an inner space that shields noise, dust, and heavy 
pedestrian flow. It provides a safer place to play and quieter 
place to rest. It introduces light from above and frame the sky for 
the users exclusively inside the courtyard. 
In the old days, the courtyard 
protects the women from 
being seen by the outsiders. 
In the old days, the courtyard 
protects the men from the 






Buildings' Height Bar Chart 
The indirect proportion 
between building mass and 
building age is clearly shown in 
the diagram: where commer-
cial buildinqs monopolize most 





Building blocks and traffic occupy the entire space and no single piece of 丨and can enjoy 
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Courtyard City 
Given a width of a street in Mongkok is 13 meter, a 75% of such a general width is 
defined as the minimum distance between buildings' backlane. The surface of this 10 
meters wide courtyard, running through the lot, prohibit any undesirable facilities 
installed. All services are thus allocated at the side aisles, which would be regarded as 
the new service zone. The illusion of increasing the open is a bargain wtih the gloss floor 
area. Since the courtyard is shared between building blocks, the open space gained is 
not proportional against the floor area lost. 
PUBLIC" Building 
The provision of a PUBLIC (social) BUILDING in every single lot is a gesture to lack of 
communal network inside the district. The building, along with temporary housing, will 
provide a certain dedicated function, for example, library, child care centre, elderly centre, 
market and museum, etc. Existing residents, affected during renewal, can choose the 
most appropriated cluster to stay. These PUBLIC BUILDINGS ultimately generate a virtual 
grid and enhance the mobility and living quality. 
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Footbridge 
The elevated footbridge is another method to transport local users among the PUBLIC 
BUILDINGS- it prevents the residents from getting crashed with the heavy commercial 
flow at ground level, yet the visitors can enjoy a fast and uninterrupted passage from or 
point to another. 
The floor area inside an island is free for trade, this is a vibrant policy that drives different 
scales of developments, at the same time. Instead of destroy the beautiful chaos, the 
diversity is kept. This also makes every island unique, yet keeping the adequate daylight: 
the courtyard is surrounded by differnt building volumes, some may be smaller & shorter, 











Phase 00 (2 years) ; 
2 towers of temporaiy housing are builit on the land at the existing LCSD office and 
Waterworks Depot (top-right corner). These towers provide 500 units and will take up 
residents who are unable to find new flats during redevelopment 
Phase 01 (5-10 years): 
The living environment regeneration starts with voluntary sales and purchases of land, 
where the government acts only as a technical support. The purcahse is a "twin" 
approach: only two buildings, inside a lot, back to back, are required to be vacanted for a 
new redevelopment, and this greatly reduce the difficulty in collecting the ownership from 
existing residents. A principal guideline as a visionary scheme for、the entire district: a 
backlane courtyard of lOm wide minimum is to be provided at every development. The 
idea of courtyard is to separate the living from heavy traffic, yet this it can generate a 
contrast for the users entering from the outside world. The programmes inside every single 
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Phase 02 (5-10 years): Phase 03 (5-10 years): 
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As more buildings have been purchased and some of the developments would soon 
start the regeneration thus produce more communal to lure existing users to give up the 
land for the following evidence: a better living environment and a more comprehensive 
facility network They would also benefit, economically by giving up their flats. The key 
issue inside the purchase of ownership is the TRANSFER OF PLOT RATIO: the plot ratio 
inside a lot can be sale to other developers that have more interest and capability to 
handle a bigger project. This ensure the land is fully utilized but remaining a decent 
building volumes inside a lot. Through this mechanism, even the weakest users can 
gather their ownership and bargain the proportion of new flats they can share. 
Despite the unpurchased buildings, the courtyard is barely formed inside the lot: low noise 
level, better air quality, and natural daylight are obtained in such a high density area. The 
allowance of building a higher tower compensate what is given up at ground level (for the 
courtyard), the extra four-five storey would not affect the general impression delivered by 
the courtyard. ‘ 
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For PUBLIC Building, the concern is the 
local residents, therefore the floor area 
is reserved mainly for re-
accommodation flats, whereas at the 
lower levels, social facilities are pro-
vided. The increase in the number of 
communal responds to the rapid 
growth of the society, breaking the 
traditional rules of concentrating all 
services in a single building. The 
spreading out of such facilities will 
make it easier for residents access 
them and can choose the cluster they 
prefer most. 
For private developments, the only 
guideline is to provide at least three 
floors of temporary housing to affected 
residents in the district. The principle 
here is to prevent removing the existing 
users from the area. 
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Design Strategy Urban Tranquillity statutory 10m wide courtyard 
When buildings aged, like 
human being, they found 
themselves difficult to fit in the 
growing society. We can main-
tain their conditions so that 
they can work longer for us, 
but life is a cycle; at certain 
moment, we have to let them 
fade away, progressively. In 
city regeneration, we must 
consider the relationship 
between quality of living and 
architecture, which is often 
neglected in such a high den-
sity district. The correspondent 
provision of a decent resi-
dence, a quiet space to sit, 
and a connected network to 
live is simple but essential. 
Given a width of a street in 
Mongkok is 13 meter, a 75% of 
such a general width is 
defined as the minimum 
distance between buildings' 
backlane. The surface of this 
10 meters wide courtyard, 
running through the lot, pro-
hibit any undesirable facilities 
installed. All services are thus 
allocated at the side aisles, 
which would be regarded as 
the new service zone. 
residents' life 
• residents'life • 
• • 
statutcxy 10m wide courtyard 
• • 
mobilize 
statutory 10m wide courtyard 
mobilize 
foreigners' life 
When there are activities intruded, there is interaction 
between space and programmes. Here the defini-
tion of activity is divided into: "residents' life" and 
"foreigners' life". Both extern unknown effect on the 
purity of the 10m courtyard. Therefore we need a 
more precise way to identify how the users use the 
courtyard. 
The life of users is dvidied into static and dynamic, 
where static refers to sleeping, napping outdoor, 
sittting and having a break from shopping; while 




Here we add another layer of 
identification: the movement of 
people is crucial. Changing 
from static activity to dynamic 
activity, or vice versa, needs a 
transition. This transition is 
how the people move from the 
resting space to the circulation 
space. It is important to note 
here that there are four differ-
ent types of circulations, 
namely "private" by local 
residents inside the courtyard, 
"public" by foreigners, and two 










The interaction comes when 
the two parties meet: it can be 
encouraged that the two 
groups colliding inside the 
same circulation system, i.e. 
the cross-island circulation. 
The focus of the design is to 
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The interaction comes when 
the two parties meet: it can be 
encouraged that the two 
groups colliding inside the 
same circulation system, i.e. 
the cross-island circulation. 
The focus of the design is to 




ties. The interesting issue 
inside the junction is that: we 
could have between the quiet 
life and the busy movement; 
while there could be possibil-
ites that we can generate 
numerous inspirations from 
these two conflicts. 
mobilize 
private drculaljon 






As we can except: the court-
yard contributes the static 
activity inside the lot, while 
dynamic activity would yield 
noise that disturb the tranquil-
lity; therefore we need to pro-
vide protection and insulation 
to the courtyard, wheras there 
is no need to obstruct the 
visual commu 门 ication 
between the two parties (at 
certain levels). The "junction" 
in this thesis further separates 
the circulation and the resting 
place. Another function of this 
achor is to provide a linkage 
between the lot and the key 
building - "PUBLIC" building. 
mobilize 
private circulation 






proposed 10 additional floors 
(5% only) 
existina 10-floor mass 
Illustration of backlane light & space quality: 
This is a backlane behind a 20 storey high commercial building 
in Wanchai, and it occupies a width of 5m. The major consider-
ation of setting up a backlane courtyard is light penetration and 
spatial comfort. The orange dotted boundary illustrates the 
existing 10-storey high "Tangs' building"; whereas the red hatch 
at the top represents the additional 10 storeys. As part of 
Mongkok's urban renewal precedent study, this picture shows 
how the new-built part would be seen from human perspective: 
the new part only takes up less than 5% visual occupancy in the 
old part. This would be further reduce if a set-back design is 
introduced at the top few floors of buildings. 
Another concern is the spatial comfort: whether a 10m courtyard 
is enough for taking a rest / other activities. This photos shows 
the importance of leaving a clear space: only a 5m wide unob-
structed is enough for the tranquillity. Of course, we could 
foresee more in a 10m wide courtyard. 





The heart, literally, pumps all the oxygen demanded 
by any human being; and the structure of the heart 
presents the most dynamic and contrasting mechan-
ics inside a (human) body: in the process of gas 
exchange, the heart provides rooms where deoxygen-
ated blood flows to lung and back to heart; it also 
produce the indispensable force that pump the oxy-
genated blood to every cell in a human body. 
Whereas in urban fabric, the PUBLIC Building plays 
the role of a heart: it emphasizes the entry and the 
identity of the courtyard; the courtyard, in return, acts 
as the urban lung to filter and settle all pollutants. The 
PUBLIC Building's social facilities & public housing 
would also perform a balance in the commercially 




The 'Junction", is a cube of a dimension 2.5m x 2.5 x 
2.5m; it is a standard design for all parites to be used 
at the outdoor circulation systems. The intention of this 
cube is to recieve/join/extend different circulation 
means. The good thing about this setup: fast & stan-
dardized; and it is also exempted from G.F.A. calcula-
tion! 
Definition of Circulation Floors 
1 况 
As the different movements from different users are 
caterogized, we can see the needs and wants for the 
groups: The shopping activity, at ground floor level, is 
extended to the first floor. At this floor, sound interfer-
ence is forbidden, only visual interaction is allowed. 
The inner circulation merely serves the pedestrian. 
At third floor level, there is much interesting and inspir-
ing moments could happen, this thanks to the combi-
nation of two circulation system: the circulation of 
residents and that of foreigners. This inter-island level 
provides the cross-lot passageway for users wish to 
mobilize throughout the district quickly, and it is this 
level of circulation connects the lower shopping level 
and the upper residential level. 
At the sixth floor, the circulation turns quiet: this floor 
provides space and minimal means for residents to 
rest, and somehow, walk downstairs. The decision of 
making this at 6th floor is that the PUBLIC Building's 
social facility programme ends here, and it has the 
possibility to provide a podium / garden for both the 
residents of public housing and residents in the same 
island. 
Year 00 
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Balcony Type 54 
Long Section Through 2 Islands 
6 
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Special Type (Sunken) 
The Special Type, in terms of design, is 
site-specific. In this island, where it is 
next to "Sneaker Street", two futsal 
courts are suited inside a basement 
courtyard. This increases the drawing 
power in commercial consumption, 
except ordinary advertisement. 
Spatial 
Openness 
Quietness ~'-~ . . , ~ Commodity 
Privacy C6mmercial · 
lo 
Balcony Type 
This is the most balanced type: with 
small and well-defined balconies, the 
courtyard could be used for different pro-
grammes. It also allows the max. extend 
of interaction between local and tourists. 
Best for: Cafe / Private Balcony 
Spatial 
Openness 
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The deck in this type provides high level of 
climatic shelter to the users; and it would be 
suitable to act as an extension of the street, and 
enchance the shopping activity with another 
different spatial quality. The original couryard 
level is thus lifted onto the podium, and the 
undernearth space could become an aracde 
Best for: Shopping Arcade 
Spatial 
Op已n门已ss 




Enclosed Type (Typical) 
This type is genearted from the conventional 
courtyard profile, i.e. four sizes surrounded by 
building blocks. It gives the most extend of 
protection, both spatially and acoustically. 
Best for: Park/Garden 
Spatial 
Op已门门ess 
Quiet 门 ess ‘ 
Privacy Commercial 
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